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;s, Indian names, scientific name, description, habitat, parts used, Indian use, Anglo
ise, medical history, scientific research, and cultivation (not all of these for every plant).
1-page line drawing illustrates each of these species. The second part, not illustrated,

dex. Data in the book are mainly historical; only a few of the species have been studied
itly to learn what biologically active compounds they contain.— ^o/?« W. Thieret.
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lis book, written "with Andy Wasowski," is a series of essays about gardening with
'e plants. The book has a bias toward the Southwest, but the principles presented can

gardeners. — -John W. Thieret.
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0-89263-319-0,  pbk.)  Rice  University  Press,  PO.  Box  1892,  Hous-
ton,  TX  77251.  $18.50  (pbk),  $29.85  (hbk).  309  pp.

plant, flower, and fruit; notes on range; and remarks. The composites occupy nearly 1/4 of
the book, attesting to the prevalance of membets of that family among at least the more
showy flowers of the region. Wildflowers of Houston includes about 200 species grouped by
flower color, briefer descriptions than Western Plains, and remarks. Both volumes are
splendidly illustrated with color photographs of high quality. Both have a bibliography and
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